Abstract. We prove that a re nement of Stark's Conjecture formulated by Rubin in 14] is true up to primes dividing the order of the Galois group, for nite, abelian extensions of function elds over nite elds. We also show that in the case of constant eld extensions a statement stronger than Rubin's holds true. The examples however suggest that at least in the case of abelian L-functions, the denominator of the above mentioned rational number could be speci ed. In the last paper of 15], Stark proposed a re ned conjecture, which makes this denominator speci c, in the case of abelian L-functions of order of vanishing r = 1 at s = 0. This is what Tate (see 16]) calls a conjecture \over Z" and he asks for such a re ned statement for abelian L{functions of any order of vanishing r. In 14] Rubin formulates a re ned version of Stark's conjecture, for abelian L{functions of number elds, of any order of vanishing r at s = 0. Rubin's statement can be easily extended to the more general case of abelian extensions of global elds of any characteristic.
Introduction
Let L K=k (s; ) be the Artin L{function associated to a nite, Galois extensions of global elds K=k, and a character 2 \ G (K=k). In the 1970's and early 1980's, Stark 15 ] developed a conjecture concerning the leading coe cient of the Taylor expansion of L K=k (s; ), at s = 0. The classical formulae for the case of a Dedekind Zeta{function provide good hints: if the order of vanishing is r, then the coe cient in question should be a rational number multiplied by a regulator, obtained as a determinant of an r r matrix involving character values and logarithms of absolute values of units in K.
The examples however suggest that at least in the case of abelian L-functions, the denominator of the above mentioned rational number could be speci ed. In the last paper of 15], Stark proposed a re ned conjecture, which makes this denominator speci c, in the case of abelian L-functions of order of vanishing r = 1 at s = 0. This is what Tate (see 16] ) calls a conjecture \over Z" and he asks for such a re ned statement for abelian L{functions of any order of vanishing r. In 14] Rubin formulates a re ned version of Stark's conjecture, for abelian L{functions of number elds, of any order of vanishing r at s = 0. Rubin's statement can be easily extended to the more general case of abelian extensions of global elds of any characteristic.
In this paper we study Rubin's conjecture in the case of nite, abelian extensions of global elds of characteristic p > 0 (i.e. function elds). The case r = 1 in this situation was independently solved by Deligne (see 17, Chpt.V]) and Hayes (see 6]), with methods relying on`{adic homology of 1{motives and rank 1 sign{normalized Drinfeld modules respectively. We adopt methods similar to Deligne's in order to treat the arbitrary order of vanishing case.
In x1 we set the notation, de ne the objects involved and some of their properties, and state the conjecture. x2 is concerned with the \dynamics" of Rubin's conjecture. In particular we show that, in certain cases, one can derive the conjecture at any level r from a stronger form of the conjecture at level r = 0 (see Corollary
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. GENERAL NOTATION
Let us x a function eld k of characteristic p > 0 and of transcendental degree 1 over a nite eld. Let K be a nite, abelian extension of k, of Galois group G = G(K=k), and let g = jGj. We denote by F q and F q the exact elds of constants of k and K respectively, where q is a power of p, and is a positive integer.
For primes v in k and w in K, such that wjv, we denote by F q (v) and by F q (w) their corresponding residue elds, and by d v and d w their degrees over F q and F q respectively (d v = F q (v) : F q ] and d w = F q (w) : F q ]). Let Nv = jF q (v)j, Nw = jF q (w)j, and let G v be the decomposition group associated to v in K=k . The normalized absolute value j j w : K 7 ?! q Z associated to w is de ned by: j j w = (Nw) ?ord w ( ) ; for every 2 K.
Let S and T be two nite, nonempty and disjoint sets of primes in k, S containing all primes which ramify in K=k. Let Rather than working with the L and Stickelberger functions as de ned above, Rubin 14] 
or equivalently (and more elegantly) r = h ; X S i; for all 2 b G; (4) where X S is the character associated to the Galois representation X S given by the C G]{module C X S , and h ; i is the usual inner product on the space of characters b G. (see 17] for (3) and (4) above.)
GROUP RINGS AND G{MODULES
For a subring R of C, and a Z G]{module M, R G] denotes the group ring with coe cients in R, and RM denotes the R G]{module R Z M. For where runs through the set of prime ideals of R. Proofs for all the properties above, except (c) and (d), can be found in the Appendix of 9]. (c) is a consequence of (b), and (d) follows easily from the de nition of the Fitting ideal. 1.5. THE MODULES X S , U S;T AND S;T Let K=k, S, T be as above, and let r be a positive integer. From now on we are going to assume that the set of data (K=k; S; T; r) satis es the following extended set of hypotheses: De nition 1.6.1.
(1) The regulator map associated to the r{tuple W is de ned to be the C G]{ is always true in the function eld case. Therefore Conjecture A is a theorem in the setting we are considering in this paper. We will refer to Conjecture A as Q St (K=k; S; T; r) in the sequel.
The following is the re nement Rubin 14] proposes for Conjecture A:
Conjecture B (\over Z") (Rubin) . If the set of data (K=k; S; T; r) satis es hypotheses (H), then there exists a unique " S;T 2 S;T , such that R W (" S;T ) = The main goal of this paper is the study of Conjecture B above (which will be refered to as St (K=k; S; T; r) ), for any value of r. Remark 5. Remark 2 above implies that the uniqueness of " S;T in both Conjecture A and B is automatic, once one proves its existence in the appropriate vector space or lattice. ' s respectively. The X (i) 's are mutually isomorphic over F, and therefore their genera g X (i) are equal.
We will denote the common value of these numbers by g X . We will also denote by X (i) the generic point of the scheme X (i) , for every 0 i ? 1 
where the determinant on the right is taken with respect to a basis of the free R G]{module V W. Schanuel's Lemma easily implies that this de nition does not depend on W.
In particular, if R and L are as in Remark 1, x1.3, then one can consider the de-
V , with V free D {modules of nite rank. It is easy to see that, in this case,
Remark 1. If R 0 is an R{algebra, V is a projective R{module, and
For every prime number`, and every i = 0 ; 1 ; 2, let
The following theorem will play an important role in our future arguments. (2) If`6 = p, then P i;`( u) does not depend on`. Let P i (u) def = P i;`( u), for any`6 = p. Then: Proof. See 17] , Chpt.V.
The natural question which arises is to give a similar homological interpretation for S;T (s). This was done by Deligne (see 17], Chpt.V). We are going to brie y describe his constructions below, as they will be needed in xx3 and 4.
Let S X be the nite set of closed points on X, lying above points corresponding to primes in S, and let Div (S X ) be the Z G]{module of divisors on X, supported on S X . There is an exact sequence of Z G]{modules:
(5) where S is the multidegree map given by:
for every P m j=1 n j P j 2 Div (S X ).
Remark 2. Obviously ker S is a free Z{module of nite rank and, by de nition, T`(ker S ) = ker S Z`, for any prime number`. S is F ;0 {invariant and therefore F acts on both ker S and T`(ker S ). We denote the induced endomorphisms by F ;0 . Let T X be the nite set of closed points on X, lying above points associated to primes in T, and let H 0 (T X ; Z) be the free abelian group generated by T X . There is an exact sequence of Z G]{modules Since F induces an isomorphism F ;2 = F ;0 q on both H 0 (X; Z) F and H 0 (T X ; Z) F , and T is F ;2 {invariant, F induces a Z{linear isomorphism on coker( T ), and a Z`{linear isomorphism on T`(coker( T )). We will denote both these isomorphisms by F ;2 . Theorem 1.7.4.3. If S and T are two nite, nonempty, disjoint sets of primes in k, S containing all primes which ramify in K=k, and u = q ?s , then
(2) For every prime number`, such that`6 = p, we have
Proof. See 
Proof. Let us rst notice that, for`satisfying gcd(`; g) = 1, H 1 (X; Z`), T`(ker S ) and T`(coker( T )) are Z`{free and therefore Z` G]{projective modules (see Remark 1, x1.3). This shows that the determinants on the right{hand side of (1) (7) for all prime numbers`, such that gcd(`; g) = 1, in particular for`= p. Equality (7) shows that the polynomial on the right is independent of`, as long as gcd(`; g) = 1.
As Deligne shows (see 17], Chpt.V), the exact sequence (6) implies that, if`6 = p, gcd(`; g) = 1, we have an equality This implies that the right hand{side of equality (8) for all`, such that gcd(`; g) = 1. (1) of the lemma, in addition to Theorem 1.7.4.1(3) and equality (7) imply that
which concludes the proof of (2).
Dynamics (Changing S and r)
Let us suppose that the set of data (K=k; S; T; r) satis es hypotheses (H). Let r 0 > r, and let v r+1 ; : : :; v r 0 be r 0 ? r distinct primes in k, not belonging to S or T, and splitting completely in K=k. If S 0 = S fv r+1 ; : : :; v r 0g, then the set of data (K=k; S 0 ; T; r 0 ) satis es hypotheses (H) as well. Since T remains xed throughout this section, we will denote by " S and " S 0 the elements " S;T and " S 0 ;T whose existence is predicted by Q St (K=k; S; T; r) and Q St (K=k; S 0 ; T; r 0 ) respectively.
We will also make the notations A S = A S;T , U S = U S;T etc. A S;S 0 will denote the subgroup of A S generated by primes in K, lying above v i , for all r + 1 i r 0 . All the Fitting ideals and exterior powers involved from now on in this paper are considered over Z G], unless otherwise speci ed, and therefore we will suppress the group ring Z G] from the notation.
In this section we will list some relations between statements St (K=k; S; T; r)
and St (K=k; S 0 ; T; r 0 ), which will be needed in xx3 and 4. and (10) above, we have the equalities:
This concludes the proof of (1).
(2) If G is cyclic , x1.4 (g) and the exact sequence (9) imply that We conclude this section with the following statement, whose proof can be found We will actually prove that statement (1) in Proposition 2.3 is always satis ed in the function eld case (see Theorem 3.2.1(2)), and therefore (2) for all primes`, such that gcd(`; g) = 1. We will therefore prove the Theorem \prime by prime".
Let S X 1 and S X be the nite sets of closed points on X 1 and X respectively, lying above points in Y 1 associated to primes in S. T X 1 and T X have similar meanings. If Z is a subset of closed points of X 1 or X, then Div (Z) and Div 0 (Z) will denote the groups of divisors and respectively divisors of degree 0, supported on Z. 
be the Picard groups associated to X 1 and X respectively. As explained in x1.7.3, Pic 0 (X) is the underlying group of an abelian variety of dimension g X , on which the geometric Frobenius map induces a bijective endomorphism F ;1 . Pic 0 (X 1 ) can be naturaly viewed as a nite subgroup of Pic 0 (X), and it is precisely the part of Pic 0 (X) xed by the action of F ;1 . We will also consider the following groups:
It can be shown that Pic 0 (X) T is the underlying group of an algebraic group as well. We will not use this fact in what follows. Pic 0 (X 1 ) T sits inside the part of Pic 0 (X) T xed by the action F ;1 of the geometric Frobenius morphism and, as Lemma 3.1.4 below shows, it is in fact equal to this. There obviously are surjective group homomorphisms 
with G acting trivially on Z=dZ. 
with G acting trivially on Z=dZ. Since for`-g, Z` G] is a direct sum of Dedekind domains, (14) , (15) (17) Relations (16) The q{power geometric Frobenius morphism induces isomorphisms F ;2 = F ;0 q on each term of (18), where q : F ?! F is the q{power map, and T is F ;2 {invariant (see x1.7.4). Let = G (F=F q ) (topologically generated by q ), let be the closed subgroup of (topologically) generated by q , and let ? 0 be the nite subgroup of Aut Z (H 0 (T X ; Z)) generated by F ;0 . Then obviously the pro nite group ? 0 acts continously on each term of (18), considered with the discrete topology.
Let H be the closed subgroup of ? 0 , (topologically) generated by F ;2 = F ;0 q . Let H be the closed subgroup of H generated by F ;2 = F ;0 q . at the level of`{adic Tate modules, preserving the Frobenius action on its terms. We will need two lemmas: 2 and i 3 are the natural inclusions and i 1 is the isomorphism in (26). We already know that i 3 and i 1 are isomorphisms (see comments at the beginning of this section and (26) above, respectively). The snake lemma therefore implies that i 2 is an isomorphism as well, and this concludes the proof of (2). ? ? y 
Step 1. Let us rst suppose that`6 = p. This settles the proof of both (1) and (2) Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2.1 (2), Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 1.5.3(1).
In 13] it will become apparent that Corollary 3. This equality and (37) give (1) imply that it is enough to prove the proposition above in the case jSj = 1. From now on we will assume that S = fv 0 g, and we will x a prime w 0 2 S K . We will need three lemmas. x1.4(a) ). (1) By de nition, S;T (0) 2 Z G] 0;S , and therefore all we have to prove is that S;T (0) 2 Fitt Z G] (A S;T ) which, according to x1.4(c), is equivalent to S;T (0) 2 Fitt Z` G] (A S;T Z`); 8`prime :
Let us x a prime number`. We will refer again to commutative diagram (11) .
With the same notations, we have an exact sequence of Z G]{modules Since gcd(`; j j) = 1, we can decompose the group ring W G] into its { components:
where W = W and ( 
Equalities (51) and (52) 
A k;S;T ?! G(k S;T =k):
(54) The maximality of K ;S;T , the fact that v 0 splits completely in K (see Remark 1) , and that K =k is everywhere unrami ed, imply that K k S;T K ;S;T and that K ;S;T =k is Galois. Let G = G(K ;S;T =k). We have an exact sequence of Remark. We are now prepared to prove (1) and (2) in the Theorem above.
Proof of (1) . Since Proof of (2). Equalities (a.4) and (a.6) obviously show that P 0;`( u) and P 1;`( u) do not depend on`,`6 = p. Equality (a.7) therefore shows that P 1;`( u) is independent of`,`6 = p, as well. (a.14)
We will apply the general remarks above to a situation involving the etale and crystalline cohomology groups of X, described in 3], x3, and which we brie y now summarize. Let The induction hypothesis now shows that h s+1 2 S.
We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 1.7.4.1 (3) and (4).
Proof of (3). According to (1) and (2) 
